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Introduction
Illegality and the Immigrant Family
This chapter lays out the three main arguments of the book, describes
the study methods, and defines “mixed-status” families as those
comprised of at least one undocumented member and at least one other
person with any authorized legal status or transitional status.
Discussion Questions
v What are the key themes outlined for the book? What are the issues
the author sets out to illuminate?
v How is bureaucratic disentitlement used against undocumented
immigrants in South Texas? What are its implications and how does
it directly contradict US law and policy?
v Beyond individuals, how does illegality impact families? How does
immigration policy negatively affect US citizens, too?
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Chapter One
Belonging in the Borderlands
This chapter examines how local context uniquely shapes pathways of incorporation
and the everyday experiences of mixed-status families. Place matters. This chapter
examines the geographic, cultural, and political landscape of the Rio Grande Valley
of South Texas, which in some ways may be viewed as a pocket of inclusion because
of its ethnic makeup, dominance of the Spanish language, and strong binational
frame of reference. However, the historical marginalization and illegalization of
Mexican migration through U.S. immigration laws provides an important backdrop
for understanding the experience of illegality for families. This is strengthened by
relentless and constant surveillance associated with the militarized border, including
checkpoints that supplement and intensify interior enforcement.

Discussion Questions
v Why is the border region of South Texas an important region for
immigration research? How is the concept of “place” important to
the analysis of illegality?
v What is the “defense in depth” strategy to immigration enforcement?
v What is the 100-mile border zone? How has the landscape been
weaponized and militarized to deter migration?
v What is crossing “the easy way” versus “the hard way”? How does
each method of crossing impact individuals and their futures?
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Chapter One
Belonging in the Borderlands
Discussion Questions, Continued
v What are some historical factors that led to South Texas having such
a high Mexican-American population?
v Could immigrants from Mexico rather be classified as refugees? Why
or why not?
v How has race historically influenced immigration policy and
legislation?
v What are some examples of the reasons that people made the
decision to cross the border? What challenges did they encounter
while crossing?
v How does the contemporary social geography of South Texas impact
mixed-status families?
v How are individual identities constructed in relation to the flux of
culture, laws, and borders in the Valley?
v What is the relationship between Border Patrol and local
undocumented people like?
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Chapter Two
United Yet Divided: Mixed-Status Family
Dynamics
This chapter examines the dynamics of mixed-status families, including shared
norms, interpersonal tensions, and systems of mutual support. As legal status
stratifies the household, creating divisions and even resentment, the central pattern is
nonetheless family unity. Family relationships necessarily challenge simplistic
distinctions between citizens and immigrants, and underscore the impossibility of
assigning rigid juridical categories onto entangled social lives. Mutual support is
critical, and certain family members take on specific roles. Finally, the progress of
the entire family and social mobility of subsequent generations is viewed as linked to
children’s educational success.

Discussion Questions
v What are some of the ways that “illegality” affects the family as a
whole? How does it impact U.S. citizen family members?
Relationships between siblings? Relationships between parents and
children?
v What are some of the benefits and challenges experienced by mixedstatus families?
v How does citizenship create different opportunities for and
perspectives on education? How do these differing opportunities
affect family dynamics?
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Chapter Two
United Yet Divided: Mixed-Status Family
Dynamics
Discussion Questions, Continued
v How do children in mixed-status families learn about undocumented
status and illegality?
v Why is travel difficult for mixed-status families in the Rio Grande
Valley?
v What are some roles that citizens or DACA recipients play in mixedstatus families?
v What conflicts may arise for citizens in a mixed-status family?
v How does receiving DACA impact a family as a whole?
v How does citizenship or DACA status lead to social stratification
within families?
v What are some ways that citizen children support their parents?
v How is education perceived within mixed-status families?
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Chapter Three
“Little Lies”: Disclosure and
Relationships Beyond the Family
This chapter turns outward to explore relationships between mixed-status families
and others in their communities. Disclosure – that is, to whom, when, and why
people talk about their own or their family’s status – is a major concern, with both
undocumented persons and U.S. citizens describing “little lies,” acts of concealment,
and feeling as if they must live a double life. Even close friendships and intimate
romantic relationships are affected, as those in mixed-status families face difficulties
adhering to normative expectations of dating and courtship. Disclosure is weighed
against the possible repercussions, including stigmatization, discrimination, ridicule,
and fear of denunciation. Finally, this chapter explores empowered disclosure, or
strategic “coming out” as undocumented and its role in creating new identities and
political subjectivities.

Discussion Questions
v Why and how do some people conceal their or a family member’s
immigration status?
v How does mixed-status within the family affect relationships outside of
the family?
v How does immigration status disclosure affect the experiences of
children in mixed-status families?
v What is “learning to be illegal” what does it entail within a family?
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Chapter Three
“Little Lies”: Disclosure and
Relationships Beyond the Family
Discussion Questions, Continued
v Explain how legal status becomes a division among youth is instead
of race or ethnic background.
v How are students’ experiences in school shaped by family
immigration status?
v How is the threat of denunciation/denounce-ability operationalized?
What are the strategies utilized by immigrants to overcome this?
v What is cross-deputization and how does it reshape mixed-status
families’ relationship to government?
v How does being part of a mixed-status family impact romantic
relationships, dating, and marriage? How does this differently affect
individuals by gender and sexual orientation?
v How do individuals find new meaning and identity through
empowered disclosure of their legal status? How is this framed
intersectionally for those who identify as LBGTQ+?
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Chapter Four
Estamos Encerrados: Im/mobilities in the
Borderlands
This chapter focuses on spatial restrictions to mobility, including the various
checkpoints; the fear of driving that exposes people to apprehension; and the
racialization of illegality and its effects on inspection practices. Legal status within
the family become embodied as stratified forms of mobility. Many people are
relegated to life within this small strip along the border, and describe feeling
“trapped in a cage.” The geographies of policing mobility in the border region are
distinct by virtue of the constraints of the international border, the 100-mile buffer
zone, and specific enforcement practices. Due to shifting legal terrains and
requirements, a range of legal driving opportunities often co-exist within a single
family. For everyday driving practice and during inspection at one of the many
checkpoints, racialization is a recurring theme.

Discussion Questions
v How do border control checkpoints define the lives of undocumented
people in the Rio Grande Valley?
v Explain what the author means by the “Second River”? How does
this define and restrict mobility for migrants? How do the participants
in the study describe this restriction of movement/feeling trapped?
v What are examples of strategies that undocumented immigrants use
to cope with the challenges created by permanent checkpoints?
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Chapter Four
Estamos Encerrados: Im/mobilities in the
Borderlands
Discussion Questions, Continued
v How does physical mobility become a resource? Think about how in
terms of life chances (e.g., going to college, traveling, etc.).
v How were undocumented children able to circumvent the fixed
checkpoints?
v How do DACA recipients describe their experiences of crossing the
checkpoint legally for the first time?
v What is automobility and what are its consequences for
undocumented people?
v How is driving a site for immigration enforcement/entrapment? How
do policies such as DACA provide some liberty in regards to travel?
v What is the impact on the various mixed-status family members in
regards to driving?
v What is a “phenotypic passport”? How does it affect mobility?
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Chapter Four
Estamos Encerrados: Im/mobilities in the
Borderlands
Discussion Questions, Continued
v How can immobility impact mixed-status families?
v What are some forms of altermobility or tactics of mobility agency
practiced by mixed-status families in this book?
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Chapter Five
Additional Borders: Education, Work,
and Social Mobility
This chapter examines the social mobility of children who grow up in mixed-status
families, including the barriers and secondary borders they encounter as they try to go
to college, obtain jobs, and become independent. Early experiences in schools are
generally inclusive and positive, but this shifts in high school and with the pressures of
applying for and attending college. Youth living in the borderlands may be unable or
unwilling to attend colleges in the nation’s interior, past the Border Patrol checkpoints,
including U.S. citizens who restrict themselves from moving away from undocumented
family members, thus affecting their own social mobility. Rarely explored elsewhere has
been young adults’ desire to enlist in the U.S. military or Border Patrol; both are
common career paths in this region with few alternative well-paying jobs.

Discussion Questions
v What are examples of challenges that children in mixed-status
families encounter, both citizen and undocumented youth? What are
some of the strategies that they use to overcome these challenges?
v Explain the challenges of Camilla’s immigration status. How does
her status affect her education and social mobility?
v What happens during the transition to adulthood for many
undocumented youth? What additional borders are encountered by
this population?
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Chapter Five
Additional Borders: Education, Work,
and Social Mobility
Discussion Questions, Continued
v How do the fixed checkpoints continue to shape the lives of young,
undocumented adults? How does it affect them in terms of their choice
of college?
v What are some considerations for DACA or citizens in mixed-status
families pursuing higher education?
v Describe the college application process and college experience for
undocumented students. What are the financial, emotional/mental
health, and familial impacts?
v What is an “early exiter”? How did having an undocumented status
shape the perspective of students in high school?
v How does undocumented students’ relationships to education shift as
they grow older?
v What is the appeal of jobs in the military, Border Patrol, and law
enforcement for youth in the Valley?
v How does undocumented status impact enlistment in the military?
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Chapter Five
Additional Borders: Education, Work,
and Social Mobility
Discussion Questions, Continued
v What are some considerations for mixed-status families when members
elect to work in law enforcement?
v How is social mobility impeded for undocumented young people in the
Rio Grande Valley?
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Chapter Six
Unequal Access: Health and Well-Being
Simply being part of a mixed-status family can result in poorer health and unequal
access to care and creates hierarchies between individual members. Health policies
have multiple direct and indirect impacts specifically on these families, including
their hesitancy to enroll citizen children in programs due to fear of deportation or to
avoid jeopardizing chances of future regularization. As formal systems fail to meet
the needs of a large segment of the population, alternative and informal channels of
care proliferate. Heavy border enforcement impacts mixed-status families when
specialty care is required outside the region, as well as the exacerbating role of stress
and anxiety. Some families avoid enrolling eligible members in programs, which has
a chilling effect that extends to U.S. citizens, in “multigenerational punishment.”

Discussion Questions
v What challenges do undocumented immigrants encounter regarding
health care?
v In what ways do undocumented children receive different health care
than citizen family members? What is the impact on the broader familial
relationships?
v How does unequal access to dental health care affect undocumented
children?
v Why do citizen children of undocumented parents have difficulties
accessing health care services?
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Chapter Six
Unequal Access: Health and Well-Being
Discussion Questions, Continued
v Why do undocumented parents avoid signing up their US citizen children
on programs such as WIC and Medicaid?
v What are some of the strategies that mixed-status families use to access
health care? What are some of the negative effects of some of these
strategies?
v How do notions of deservingness impact US citizen children in mixedstatus families in relation to health care?
v What is the impact of the threat of deportation on utilization of services
that are entitled to US citizens (i.e. WIC, Medicaid)?
v How is medication use a “socially embedded phenomenon?” What is its
relationship to the social hierarchy of the family unit or the larger
community?
v What is the perception of Mexican medicines?
v How do people draw on familial connections to acquire medical care/
resources?
v What is the impact of fear of deportation on mental health?
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Chapter Six
Unequal Access: Health and Well-Being
Discussion Questions, Continued
v Describe the ways in which the deportability of Valley residents is deleterious
to their health.
v What is a “public charge”? What instances in the chapter demonstrate its
impact on health care for undocumented immigrants?
v What is “multigenerational punishment” and how does it connect to
healthcare for mixed-status families?
v How is specialist care impacted by border enforcement?
v What are some direct and indirect medical effects of immigration enforcement
on mixed-status families?
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Chapter Seven
Family Separation: Deportation,
Removal, and Return
This chapter examines family separation through detention and deportation, which
shapes children’s sense of security and wellbeing and increases economic uncertainly
in the household. It follows several families whose members have experienced
deportation, as well as specific fears and elaborate “emergency planning” measures
to be enacted in the case of family separation. This shifts household power
dynamics, empowering citizen children in a complex micropolitical economy of
deportability. Finally, it explores how deported family members are brought back,
reliant upon on ties in Mexico, connections to smugglers, and their ability to pay.
Security is much more precarious in the borderlands than in other parts of the
United States.

Discussion Questions
v In what ways is deportation experienced differently in the border region
that other parts of the United States?
v What are some examples of the “emergency plans” that families have in
the case of the detention and/or deportation of a family member?
v What changes occurred during the Obama administration concerning
deportation, and how did this shift under the Trump administration?
v What are some of the ways that mixed-status families cope with the
deportation of a parent?
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Chapter Seven
Family Separation: Deportation,
Removal, and Return
Discussion Questions, Continued
v What may happen to citizen children if their parents are deported?
v What are potential consequences for families if an undocumented parent
is deported?
v Describe voluntary return and expedited removal – what are their
impacts on the future regularization of the individual? How is access to
information regarding these limited based on geographic residence?
v What are the familial and mental health impacts of deportation/
deportability?
v What are the gendered dimensions of deportation?
v How is deportability/deportation indicative of social death?
v How do mixed-status families engage in “advance planning” in
preparation for deportation?
v How might restrictive border and immigration policies inadvertently
promote closer ties to the US for mixed-status families?
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Chapter Eight
Fixing Papers: Becoming Legal
Mixed-status families have an intimate relationship with the law, most evident when
individuals undergo regularization or “fix their papers.” Law impacts family bonds in
distinct ways, often shifting or reversing power relations between parents and children. It
also empowers children, who finally feel they have agency and control over their family’s
destiny. This chapter also provides rich stories of DACA recipients in their transition from
undocumented to “DACAmented,” experienced as precarious status and has solidified prior
and produced new forms of inequality. For some, there are simply “dead ends” in the
regularization process. Finally, for those who are successful in obtaining legal relief or status,
another peril looms: jealousy, stratification, and hierarchies created within families and
communities because others are left behind. The flip side is survivor’s guilt; once people
regularize their status, they avoid seeming boastful or fostering bitterness or resentment.

Discussion Questions
v What options do undocumented migrants have to adjust their immigration
status?
v How does the current configuration of the US immigration system impact
the decision to enter the country undocumented?
v How did the DACA program affect im/migrant youth? What was the
impact of the 2017 decision to end the program?
v How do cultural constructions of the “right type” of family impact the
regularization process? How do gender and heteronormative ideals impact
regularization/citizenship process?
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Chapter Eight
Fixing Papers: Becoming Legal
Discussion Questions, Continued
v What additional challenges do LGBTQ+ immigrants encounter when
trying to adjust their immigration status?
v What are the legal consequences for entering the US the “hard way” as
opposed to the “easy way”?
v What is hypercitizenship? How does it affect those who must perform it?
v How is the concept of “good moral character” biased against
undocumented immigrants?
v Describe the impact of policy/immigration law on the family and
regularization (i.e. IIRAIRA).
v How is the does the pejorative myth of US citizen children “anchoring”
undocumented family members misrepresented?
v Describe the process of fixing papers through children and/or through
marriage – how do these processes contrast with popular conceptions?
What are some of the social/familial ramifications of regularization
through these processes?
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Chapter Eight
Fixing Papers: Becoming Legal
Discussion Questions, Continued
v What was the impact of DACA on the family unit? What are some of the
challenges and uncertainty of this program?
v What are some of the dead ends in the regularization process?
v How does possessing differences in legal status produce social hierarchies?
Why do individuals who get a legal status experience survivor’s guilt?
v What is “parole in place” and how does it benefit regularization
applications?
v What is “advance parole” and how does it benefit regularization
applications?
v What are some of the consequences of the shift from amnesty to
provisional or precarious immigration statuses?
v How does the racialization of immigration laws and practice affect
mixed-status families?
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Conclusion
The book concludes with a reflection on the lessons learned from the
100 families, arguing that political efforts towards reform or social
integration must take into account mixed-status family configurations,
since they are now a primary and enduring feature of the contemporary
immigration experience in the United States. This chapter summarizes
both the scholarly and policy implications of the themes presented in the
book. Through deeper understanding of their experiences, we can work
toward policies that lift communities up rather than exacerbate
inequalities.
Discussion Questions
v What do you feel is the future for undocumented families in the US?
v What steps do you believe are necessary to address immigration in
the US?
v How do mixed-status families demonstrate resiliency in spite of their
precarity?
v What are the broader policy implications revealed in this book?
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Classroom Activities
v Have students research and analyze a current policy or piece of
proposed legislation that addresses the needs of mixed-status families
v Visit ProCon.org’s page on immigration
(https://immigration.procon.org) and select an issue. Divide the class
into teams and have students research their sides of the issue before
debating the issue as a class.
v Split students into small groups and give each the case of an
immigrant from a different country with different resources and
family ties to the United States. Using the “Resources” section of the
Instructor’s Guide, have students to go through the process of
applying for a green card to enter the United States.
v See “#HereToStay Toolkit for Educators” by United We Dream for
additional ideas
https://www.informedimmigrant.com/wp-content/uploads/
2017/02/UWDHereToStayToolkitforEducators.pdf
v See “Toolkit for Walking Undocumented” by Teaching Tolerance
https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/summer-2017/toolkit-forwalking-undocumented
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Timeline of Major Legislation,
Policies, and Programs
1792

4th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution: Protection
from unreasonable searches and seizures.

1868

14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution: granted
citizenship to all people born or naturalized in the U.S.

1920

19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution: Granted
women the right to vote

1924

Immigration Act of 1924 (Johnson-Reed Act):
Introduced restrictions on immigration and quota system.

1942

Bracero Program: Bilateral agreements that brought
millions of Mexican guest workers to the U.S.; ended
in 1964.

1954

Operation Wetback: Implemented by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, an effort organized with the
Mexican government to place undocumented workers into the
Bracero Program.

1965

Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 (Hart-Cellar
Act): Replaced the quota system with per-country caps,
removing prior racial barriers and put caps on immigration
from Mexico and Latin America.
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Timeline of Major Legislation,
Policies, and Programs
1965

Marsh v. United States: Upheld car search 63 miles
north of the official port of entry, indicating a shift in the
interpretation of the U.S.-Mexico border space.

1972

United States v. McDaniel: Upheld that a “reasonable
stretch” of the Fourth Amendment is allowed at permanent
immigration checkpoints.

1975

United States v. Ortiz: Decided constitutional threshold
for searching a vehicle must be supported by consent or
probable cause.

1976

United States v. Martinez-Fuerte: Gave wide discretion
for Border Patrol agents to stop vehicles at checkpoints
without warrant.

1986

Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA):
Introduced employer sections and legalized ~ 2.7 million
undocumented persons.

1996

Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA): Defined marriage as
union between one woman and one man (federal level).

1990

U.S.C. § 1357(a)(3): Confirms that 4th Amendment
does not apply to searches 100 miles away from border.
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Timeline of Major Legislation,
Policies, and Programs
1996

Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRAIRA): An effort to
strengthen and streamline U.S. immigration laws.

2001

Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors
(DREAM) Act: Proposed legislation first introduced to
Congress in 2001 and then again in 2009, 2011, 2012,
and 2017.

2003

Lawrence vs. Texas: Supreme Court ruled that state
laws banning homosexual sodomy are unconstitutional
because they are a violation to the right to privacy.

2008

Secure Communities: Allowed collaboration between
law enforcement and ICE using local authorities for
immigration purposes, including driving and traffic
enforcement.

2010

Arizona Senate Bill 1070: Involved local law
enforcement with immigration activities.

2012

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA):
Provided temporary reprieve to undocumented young
adults.
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Timeline of Major Legislation,
Policies, and Programs
2013

United States v. Windsor: Declared the DOMA
unconstitutional and allowed same-sex spouses equal rights under
federal law as “traditional” marriages.

2014

Deferred Action for Parents of Americans (DAPA): an
Executive Order from Obama that would have benefited
parents in mixed-status families. The legislation was blocked
by a federal district court in Brownsville, Texas.

2015

Obergefell v. Hodges: Ruled that fundamental right to
marry is guaranteed to same-sex couples by 14th
Amendment.

2015

Priority Enforcement Program (PEP): Program ending in
2017 that allowed ICE to collaborate with local law
enforcement; focus on criminal offenders.

2016

United States v. Texas: Appellate court decision that
blocked DAPA that resulted in a deadlock Supreme Court vote of
4-4, upholding lower court’s decision.

2017

Sessions v. Morales-Santana: U.S. Supreme Court
reversed portions of the Immigration and Naturalization Act.

2017

Texas Senate Bill 4(SB4): Allowed police to ask people
about immigration status during routine traffic stops.
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Relevant Films
Forbidden: Undocumented and Queer in Rural America (2017)
http://www.forbiddendoc.com
Growing up in rural North Carolina, Moises Serrano fell in love with a country
that refused to recognize his full humanity - both as an undocumented immigrant
and as a gay man. The documentary Forbidden follows Moises’ personal journey
as an activist fighting for the American Dream.
Beyond Borders: Undocumented Mexican-Americans (2016)
http://www.beyondborders.tv
This film examines US policy decisions that triggered the rise of undocumented
immigration in a deeply moving documentary program that explores the underreported lives of Mexicans living and raising families in the United States. In
telling the stories of several undocumented Mexican-Americans, the film reveals
the reasons why millions of Mexican workers have settled in the US over the past
four decades instead of returning home. It also illuminates the remarkable
networks that connect the film's characters with the families they left behind, and
the very real human impact of the anti-immigration backlash now sweeping the
country.
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Relevant Films
Beyond the Dream (2016)
https://roadtripnation.com/roadtrip/dreamers
Explore the immigrant experience through the eyes of Alexis, Rachel, and
Pratishtha: three undocumented immigrants who were brought to this country at
a young age and have been temporarily granted partial—but not full—protection
against deportation through DACA. Determined to clarify their futures despite
their murky status, they set out to talk to fellow immigrants who’ve found success,
learning that lines on a map don’t make you who you are. It's not where you're
born, but where you go in life, that defines you.
Immigration Battle (2015)
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/videos/immigration-battle/
Why has it been so hard for Washington to fix our country's broken immigration
system? This film takes viewers behind closed doors in Washington’s corridors of
power to explore the political realities surrounding one of the country’s most
pressing and divisive issues.
Una Vida, Dos Países (2015)
http://www.unavidathefilm.com
In the last five years one million Mexicans residing in the US have returned to
Mexico, including children and youth who were born or raised in the US. This
film presents the stories of these transborder youth, highlighting their experiences
living between two countries, cultures, languages and education systems, and
exploring their parents’ decisions to return to their home country after living
undocumented in the US.
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Relevant Films
Don’t Tell Anyone/No Le Digas a Nadie (2015)
http://www.nodigasfilm.com/about/
In an environment where silence is often seen as necessary for survival, 24 year-old
Angy Rivera steps out of the shadows to share her parallel journey of being
undocumented and sexually abused, an ordeal all too common in her community. We
follow Angy’s personal story from poverty in rural Colombia to the front page of The
New York Times as she becomes a beacon in a movement for national change. Through
verite footage and candid interviews, we witness firsthand the all too real consequences
faced by over 11 million undocumented people in America today, many of whom have
no options for a pathway to citizenship.
New American Girls (2014)
http://lpbp.org/programs/new-american-girls/
This web series profiles three “DREAMers” — Lorella, Mandeep, and Kassandra —
who are part of the estimated 1.8 million young adults brought to the USA as children
by undocumented parents who remain stuck in limbo, without a pathway to
citizenship. Many grew up living “in the shadows,” unable to get college aid, drive or
work legally, and afraid of deportation.
Food Chains (2014)
http://www.foodchainsfilm.com
In this exposé, an intrepid group of Florida farmworkers battle to defeat the $4 trillion
global supermarket industry through their ingenious Fair Food program, which
partners with growers and retailers to improve working conditions for farm laborers in
the United States. Food Chains reveals the human cost in our food supply and the
complicity of large buyers of produce. The story is one of hope and promise for the
triumph of morality over corporate greed – to ensure a dignified life for farm workers
and a more humane, transparent food chain.
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Relevant Films
The Real Death Valley (2014)
https://features.weather.com/real-death-valley/
This film reveals the little-known story of hundreds of migrants who have died in the
sweltering Texas brush over the past five years while attempting to evade a U.S. Border
Patrol checkpoint that’s not even on the border – in fact it’s 70 miles inside the United
States.
Documented (2013)
https://documentedthefilm.com
In 2011, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Jose Antonio Vargas outed himself as an
undocumented immigrant in the New York Times Magazine. This film chronicles his
journey to America from the Philippines as a child; his public struggle as an
immigration reform activist/provocateur; and his journey inward as he reconnects with
his mother, whom he hasn’t seen in 20 years. A broken immigration system leads to
broken families and broken lives.
Who is Dayani Cristal? (2013)
https://www.whoisdayanicristal.com
This film tells the story of a migrant who found himself in the deadly stretch of desert
known as “the corridor of death” and shows how one life becomes testimony to the
tragic results of the U.S. war on immigration. As the real-life drama unfolds we see this
John Doe, denied an identity at his point of death, become a living and breathing
human being with an important life story.
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Relevant Films
Sin País (2012)
http://inationmedia.com/sinpais/
This short film is about a family fractured by deportation and their complex journey.
In 1992, Sam and Elida Mejia left Guatemala during a violent civil war and brought
their one-year old son to California. They had two more children who are both U.S.
citizens. The film begins two weeks before Sam and Elida’s scheduled deportation date.
With intimate access and striking imagery, the film explores the complexities of the
Mejia’s new reality of a separated family–parents without their children, and children
without their parents.
The Harvest/La Cosecha (2011)
http://shineglobal.org/project/the-harvest/
Every year there are more than 400,000 American children who are torn away from
their friends, schools and homes to pick the food we all eat. Zulema, Perla and Victor
labor as migrant farm workers, sacrificing their own childhoods to help their families
survive. This film profiles these three as they journey from the scorching heat of
Texas’ onion fields to the winter snows of the Michigan apple orchards and back south
to the humidity of Florida’s tomato fields to follow the harvest.
The Other Side of Immigration (2010)
http://www.theothersideofimmigration.com/
This film asks why so many Mexicans come to the U.S. and what happens to the
families and communities they leave behind. Through an approach that is both subtle
and thought-provoking, this documentary provides a perspective on undocumented
immigration rarely witnessed by American eyes, challenging audiences to imagine
more creative and effective solutions.
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Resources on Immigration
v Pew Research Center – Immigration
http://www.pewresearch.org/topics/immigration/
v Migration Policy Institute – US Immigration Trends
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/programs/data-hub/us-immigration-trends
v Migration Policy Institute – Fact Sheet “A Profile of U.S. Children with
Unauthorized Immigrant Parents”
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/profile-us-children-unauthorizedimmigrant-parents
v Immigrant Legal Resource Center’s “Help for Immigrant Families – Guidance at
Schools”
https://www.ilrc.org/sites/default/files/resources/school_resource_v3.pdf
v Harvard Graduate School of Education – “Supporting Undocumented Students
and Mixed-status Families”
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/18/05/supporting-undocumentedstudents-and-mixed-status-families
v Harvard Graduate School of Education – “For Refugees in America, An
Unfulfilled Dream”
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/18/02/refugees-us-unfulfilled-dream
v National Latinx Psychological Association’s “Resources for Undocumented
Immigrants and Families” (Includes of resources for mixed-status families,
LBGTQ+ immigrants, uninsured individuals, etc.)
https://www.nlpa.ws/assets/docs/
resource%20sheet%20for%20immigrants%20.pdf
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